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Across

3. Dahmer worked at a ______ 

factory... this candy can also act as a 

condiment on icecream.

5. he method Dahmer most used to 

kill his victoms... this often involves a 

person with their hands around the 

victoms throat.

6. He kept the heads of his victims 

here... it is where you store icecream.

7. Dahmer was beaten to death in 

prison with a metal _____... plumbing 

is made up of systems of ________.

9. The first person Dahmer had 

planned to attack, but decided not 

to... An active person you may see 

everyday on the side of the road.

12. Dahmer got most of the men 

back to his apartment by promising 

them ______ ... To many people are 

obsessed with this.

13. This led police to arrest 

Dahmer... it prints as soon as you take 

it.

14. The age Dahmer claims he began 

having urges to kill... solve: 28=2(x)

Down

1. Dahmer spent a lot of his time at 

these places... if where you spend an 

evening after work had a house it 

would be called a ______.

2. The city Dahmer performed his 

acts... A major city in Wisconsin.

4. The first person Dahmer murder 

was a _________ ... a person who 

sticks a thumb out at you as you drive 

by

8. The total number of victoms 

Dahmer accumulated... the akward 

age between getting your license and 

being an adult.

10. This is they color Dahmer painted 

skulls... this color can be spelled two 

ways.

11. This was found in Dahmers 

freezer... people often say they key to 

my _____ is food.


